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Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) 

• TMS employs head-mounted 
wire coils that send strongwire coils that send strong 
but very short magnetic 
pulses directly into specific pu ses d ec y o spec c
brain regions, thus safely and 
painlessly inducing tiny 
electric currents in a person’s 
neural circuitry. 



The history of TMSe s o y o S

THE IDEA OF USING l t ti fi ld t lt l• THE IDEA OF USING electromagnetic fields to alter neural 
function goes back to at least the early 1900s. 

• Psychiatrists Adrian Pollacsek and Berthold Beer who worked• Psychiatrists Adrian Pollacsek and Berthold Beer, who worked 
down the street from Sigmund Freud in Vienna, filed a patent 
to treat depression and neuroses with an electromagnetic o e dep ess o d eu oses w e ec o g e c
device that looked surprisingly like a modern TMS apparatus. 



The history of TMSe s o y o S

• Today’s TMS technology took shape in 1985, when medical 
physicist Anthony T Barker and his colleagues at thephysicist Anthony T. Barker and his colleagues at the 
University of Sheffield in England created a focused 
electromagnetic device with enough power to create currents 
in the spinal cord.

• They quickly realized that their equipment could also directly 
and noninvasively stimulate the brain itself. Since then, the 
field of TMS research has exploded. 



The history of TMSThe history of TMS
• Unfortunately, TMS devices can y,

excite only the surface cortex of 
the brain because magnetic field 

h f ll ff h l i hstrength falls off sharply with 
distance from the coil (maximum 
range: 2 3 centimeters)range: 2-3 centimeters). 

• A magnetic field that can safely 
penetrate and activate the brain’spenetrate and activate the brain s 
central structures continues to be 
the Holy Grail of TMS research 
because it offers the possibility of 
treating difficult conditions such 

P ki ’ dias Parkinson’s disease 



The basic principle of TMSe b s c p c p e o S

• In the brain, the magnetic field encounters resting nerve cells , g g
and induces small electric currents to flow in them. 

• Thus, electrical energy in the copper-wire coil (typically 
d i ddl lik d) i d i iencased in a paddlelike wand) is converted into magnetic 

energy, which is then changed back into electric current in the 
neurons of the brain. 

• The $30,000 to $40,000 TMS machines are manufactured by 
the Magstim Company Limited in Whitland, Wales, by 
D /M d i i D k d i Sh i Mi dDantec/Medtronic in Denmark and in Shoreview, Minn., and 
by Neuronetics in Malvern, Pa. 





Prototypical Neuron

This illustration represents a 
i lprototypical

(i.e., idealized) neuron. Dendrites 
receive incoming informationreceive incoming information, 
nerve impulses are transmitted 
down the axon, and the terminal 
buttons release neurotransmitters 
which stimulate other cells. 
- Dendrites
- Cell body (soma)
- Nucleus
- Axon
- Myelin sheath
- Nodes of RanvierNodes of Ranvier
- Arborizations
- Terminal buttons



Phenomenology of spike generation

ij
threshold -> Spike

iuSpike reception: EPSP,
summation of EPSPs 

Threshold Spike emission
(Action potential)

Spike reception: EPSP



Making Connectionsg

This enlarged terminal button shows the 
small sacks or "vesicles" which contain 
neurotransmitters. When neurotransmitters 
are released, they float across a tiny gap , y y g p
called the "synapse" (also called the 
synaptic cleft) between the terminal button 
and the next cell

- Vesicles
- Neurotransmitters

and the next cell.

- Synapse
- Receptor sites

We may ask, “how do neurons communicate information?”

• Nerve impulses
• Neurotransmitters



The basic principle of TMSe b s c p c p e o S
• WHEN SINGLE NERVE CELLS are made to 

discharge repeatedly they can form themselvesdischarge repeatedly, they can form themselves 
into functioning circuits. 

• Researchers have found that stimulating a neuron 
with a low frequency electrical signal canwith a low-frequency electrical signal can 
produce what they call long-term depression 
(LTD), which diminishes the efficiency of the 
i t ll l li kintercellular links. 

• High-frequency excitation over time can 
generate the opposite effect, which is known as g pp ,
long-term potentiation (LTP).

• Scientists believe that these cell-level behaviors 
are involved in learning memory and dynamicare involved in learning, memory and dynamic 
brain changes associated with neural networks. 

• The chance that one could use magnetic brain 
ti l ti t lt b i i it istimulation to alter brain circuitry in a manner 

analogous to LTD or LTP fascinates many 
researchers. 





Sham study for controlling for the test biasSham study for controlling for the test bias

T t l f t ti bi i ti t l d ti t d• To control for testing bias, neuroscientists also use deactivated 
(“sham”) rTMS coils. 



The advantages of TMSThe advantages of TMS

• Unlike purely electrical techniques—such as ECT and others, 
which involve attaching electrodes to the scalp or even to brainwhich involve attaching electrodes to the scalp or even to brain 
or nerve tissue — TMS creates a magnetic field that enters the 
brain without any interference or direct contact. y

• The technique can be thought of as electrodeless electrical q g
stimulation. Although magnetism does interact with biological 
tissue to some degree, the majority of TMS effects most likely 
derive not from the magnetic fields directly but from the 
electric currents they produce in neurons, thus less side effects. 



The advantages of TMSe dv ges o S

• For brief periods during stimulation, rTMS can block or inhibit a 
brain function Repetitive TMS application over the speech-controlbrain function. Repetitive TMS application over the speech control 
motor area, for instance, can leave the subject temporarily unable to 
speak. 

• Cognitive neuroscientists have employed this so-called functional 
knockout capability to re-explore and confirm our knowledge about 
which part of the brain controls which part of the body, insights that 
have been gleaned from decades of studying stroke patients.



Possible use of TMS in futurePossible use of TMS in future

• Some TMS researchers are inducing temporary brain “lesions” in g p y
healthy subjects to gain insight into fundamental neuronal 
mechanisms such as speech and spatial perception: they inhibit a 
basic brain function with a magnetic pulse stream and then g p
compare the “before” condition with the “after.” 

• Other investigators are trying to determine whether the hyperactive 
brain regions that create epileptic seizures might be quieted withbrain regions that create epileptic seizures might be quieted with 
magnetic fields. 

• Still other neuroscientists are attempting to employ TMS to alter 
th ti f i li d ll t k t hthe operation of specialized nerve cell networks to enhance 
people’s memory and learning. 

• Many of my colleagues are looking for ways to use the technology y y g g y gy
as an alternative to seizure-causing electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) 
to ease depression. 

• Whatever the goals TMS holds great potential as a tool for• Whatever the goals, TMS holds great potential as a tool for 
understanding how the brain works, correcting its dysfunctions and 
even augmenting its abilities. 



Clinical application of TMSClinical application of TMS
• IN THEORY, TMS could be a useful 
h f b i di d i l itherapy for any brain disorder involving 

dysfunctional behavior in a neural 
circuitcircuit.

• Researchers have tried employing the p y g
technique as a treatment for obsessive-
compulsive disorder (OCD), 

hi h i P ki ’ d t ischizophrenia, Parkinson’s, dystonia 
(involuntary muscle contractions), 
chronic pain and epilepsy

• For most of these conditions, only a few inconclusive or 
contradictory studies currently exist so the jury is still out

chronic pain and epilepsy.

contradictory studies currently exist, so the jury is still out 
regarding the effectiveness of TMS as therapy for them. 



DARPA supports TMS researchDARPA supports TMS research

• The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) 
i f di l t di t i ti t th f TMS tis funding several studies to investigate the use of TMS to 
improve the performance of U.S. service personnel exhausted 
by protracted field operationsby protracted field operations. 

• DARPA is not alone in its interest in TMS because theDARPA is not alone in its interest in TMS, because the 
procedure offers one of the most promising technological 
(nonpharmaceutical) methods to literally turn particular parts ( p ) y p p
of the human brain on and off. 



TMS uses for better performanceTMS uses for better performance

• George lab is funded by DARPA to study g y y
whether rTMS might temporarily energize 
sleep-deprived individuals so they can perform 
b h h l lbetter over the short term. Early results are 
promising. 

• Another DARPA-supported group at 
Columbia University led by Yaakov Stern andColumbia University, led by Yaakov Stern and 
Sarah H. Lisanby, is exploring whether rTMS 
might be used to retrain subjects to accomplish g j p
a task in a different manner by shifting neural 
activity to an alternative cellular network that 
might be more resilient to stress or sleep 
deprivation.



Critical issues to be solvedCritical issues to be solved

• INTRIGUING AS THESE POTENTIAL applications might 
be, they raise difficult questions. 

• Scientists would like to ascertain exactly which neurons rTMS• Scientists would like to ascertain exactly which neurons rTMS 
affects as well as the detailed neurobiological events that 
follow stimulation. 

• In addition to figuring out which electromagnetic frequencies, 
intensities and dose regimens might produce different 
behaviors researchers must decide (for each individual)behaviors, researchers must decide (for each individual) 
exactly where to place the rTMS coil and whether to activate it
when someone engages in a task. 

• Scientists also need more knowledge about what rTMS is 
doing at both the cellular level—the effects on 
neurotransmitters gene expression synaptic changes asneurotransmitters, gene expression, synaptic changes — as 
well as at the circuit level. 



FDA is not approved yet

• More than 20 randomized and controlled trials of prefrontal rTMSMore than 20 randomized and controlled trials of prefrontal rTMS 
as a treatment for depression have been published. 

• Most of these studies show antidepressant effects significantly 
greater than sham electrode application a conclusion that has beengreater than sham electrode application, a conclusion that has been 
further confirmed by subsequent meta-analyses of the results.

• Whereas current consensus holds that rTMS offers a statistically 
significant anti-depressant effect, controversy continues over 
whether these effects are sufficient to be clinically useful. 

• Because no commercial industry yet exists to promote TMS as anBecause no commercial industry yet exists to promote TMS as an 
antidepressant therapy and because most of the studies have been 
relatively small (with considerable variation in rTMS methods and 
patient selection) the use of rTMS as a treatment for depression ispatient selection), the use of rTMS as a treatment for depression is 
still considered experimental by the U.S. FDA. 

• The technique has, however, already been sanctioned for use in 
C d h it i il bl A l i d t d t i lCanada, where it is now available. A large industry-sponsored trial 
designed to garner FDA acceptance is being planned.  



Side effects: TMS can induce seizuresS de e ec s: S c duce se u es

• Repetitive TMS can cause seizures or epileptic convulsions in 
health s bjects depending on the intensit freq enc d rationhealthy subjects, depending on the intensity, frequency, duration 
and interval of magnetic stimuli. 

• In the history of the technique’s use, TMS has led to eight y q g
unintended seizures, but since the publication of safety guidelines 
several years ago, no new seizures have been reported.



Magnetic seizure therapy (MST)g e c se u e e py ( S )

• Some scientists are investigating the potential positive 
application of this result. Harold A. Sackeim and Sarah H. 
Lisanby of Columbia have shown that a supercharged version 
of TMS which they call magnetic seizure therapy (MST) canof TMS, which they call magnetic seizure therapy (MST), can 
produce beneficial seizures in depressed patients. 

• Unlike ECT MST allows users to focus on the site where the• Unlike ECT, MST allows users to focus on the site where the 
seizure is triggered. 

• Better control over the seizure should block its spread to theBetter control over the seizure should block its spread to the 
regions of the brain responsible for the memory loss seen with 
ECT. 

• Preliminary data indicate that MST has fewer cognitive side 
effects than traditional ECT techniques. 

• More needs to be done to determine whether the MST really 
works and for which disorders it might be beneficial. 



Simultaneous use of TMS and fMRISimultaneous use of TMS and fMRI 

• To better understand the effects of rTMS on brain circuits physicist• To better understand the effects of rTMS on brain circuits, physicist 
Daryl E. Bohning and others in George group at MUSC developed 
the ability to perform rTMS testing in combination with a functional 

i i i (f )magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scanner. 
• Many researchers had thought that generating the powerful TMS 

magnetic fields within an fMRI machine was impossible or unwisemagnetic fields within an fMRI machine was impossible or unwise. 
• By applying rTMS within the scanner as subjects perform a task, 

however, one can know exactly where the stimulation is occurring , y g
and can image alterations to the neural circuit taking place because 
of the stimulus. 
G h h th t th b i h th t TMS• Goerge group has shown that the brain changes that TMS causes 
when it makes your thumb move are very much the same as when 
you move your thumb in a similar pattern of your own accord. y y p y

• Two research groups in Germany have also succeeded in conducting 
rTMS studies within an fMRI scanner. 



Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) p ( )

• DBS is a surgical treatment involving the implantation of a medical g g p
device called a brain pacemaker, which sends electrical impulses to 
specific parts of the brain.

• DBS in select brain regions provides remarkable therapeutic• DBS in select brain regions provides remarkable therapeutic 
benefits for otherwise treatment-resistant movement and affective 
disorders such as chronic pain, Parkinson’s disease, and tremor. 



Vagus Nerve Stimulation (VNS)Vagus Nerve Stimulation (VNS) 

Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) is an adjunctive treatment for certain 
types of intractable epilepsy and clinical depression. VNS uses a y y
stimulator that sends electric impulses to the left vagus nerve in the 
neck via a lead implanted under the skin.



• Once successfully implanted, the generator sends electric impulses to 
the vagus nerve at regular intervals. The left vagus nerve is 
stimulated rather than the right because the right plays a role in 
cardiac function such that stimulating it could have negative cardiac 
effects.effects.

• The exact method of therapeutic action is unknown, but VNS has 
been shown to affect blood flow to different parts of the brain, and 
affect neurotransmitters including Serotonin and Norepinephrine 
which are implicated in depression.







ConclusionConclusion

• After more than a decade of experimentation, TMS is still not 
FDA-approved to alleviate any disorderFDA-approved to alleviate any disorder. 

• Nevertheless interest remains high among researchers who• Nevertheless, interest remains high among researchers who 
continue to believe in the intuitive aptness of using safe 
magnetic fields to turn specific brain regions on and off. g p g

• If TMS proves itself, it could even lend some credence to the p ,
folk wisdom that humans use only a small portion of their 
brains. 


